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ABSTRACT
Dilemma that involves comprehensive assessment of affordability issues which surround land as an
invaluable life supporting resource, dates back to decades. Sadly, the unsustainability of the situation
becomes prominent due to increasing urbanisation, demographic soaring, etc, leading to expensiveness and
scarcity of land across all spatial divides, urban centres especially, where covid19 pandemic affects citizens’
land supply-demand transactional dynamics, phenomenally. Unfortunately, multi-dimensional frameworks
that are to sustainably superintend the emerging unfavourable socio-economic scenarios associated with
‘pandemised 2020 era’, have been weakened, leading to reduced purchasing power and poor affordability in
general. Three contexts were referenced: postcovid19’s land loan payment serviceability, postcovid19’s
outright land price purchaseability and postcovid19’s real income earnings spendability on land, they helped
to thoroughly examine, understand and address the affordability challenges through sustainable approaches.
As a quantitative research, 17 measurement constructs were evolved, against which land issues that have to
contend with affordability were gauged, vis-à-vis application of sustainability matrices of MuCompE and
DiBDAss upon gathered data. Using purposive and simple random sampling techniques, 250 copies of 5point Likert scaled questionnaire were distributed upon land officials, land transactions consultants and land
developers of various categories, within the six states’ capital cities of Nigeria’s southwest. Out of the 211
copies of questionnaire that were retrieved, 193 were found to be valid, translating to 84% of distributionretrieval rate, thus were used for analysis, using normalisation scaling and decision ranking matrices, the
outputs of which were further established, through mean items score tool, for measuring the degree to which
sustainability is adversely affected, thus resulting to poor affordability of urban lands in Nigeria. Among the
findings is that, sustainability criteria of land localisation, with p-th cumulative average mean item score of
8.3076 and land physiognomy, with p-th cumulative average mean item score of 7.5412 rank highest and
lowest respectively, thus appeal most and least to stakeholders, leading to greatest and least strengths on the
affordability of urban lands with respect to its three contexts. The research concluded that sustainability of
urban land affordability is greatly affected by covid19 pandemic, hence canvassed for rich cocktail of
carefully selected multiple sustainability criteria, with a great promise in succouring the potential adversity
that unsustainable situation revolving around land affordability presents.
KEYWORDS: Measurement Matrices, Pandemic, Sustainability, Urban Land Affordability, Nigeria
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finished developments, which set them apart from
their competitors. Recognising the necessity to
further brightened up and rationalise the
interconnectedness among the trio of economic
developmental actions, efforts on social-cultural
institutionalisation
and
physico-environmental
conservation, at various levels of political and
administrative leadership, multiples of strategies,
actions and efforts have been launched to at least
lessen the effects of economic developmental actions
on the environment (Borras and Franco, 2008;
Adiaba, 2014).
Although sustainable land
affordability generates much interest among
researchers in other countries, none of the local
studies has focused on sustainable land affordability.

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
RATIONALE

Past studies which were conducted during stable
healthy conditions around the world, have
sufficiently shown largely the fact that, a number of
factors beset affordability potency, irrespective of
the climes within which the economic goods, that are
being sought by human beings for their continual
existence are located, though socio-economic factors
topped such research findings, amongst others like
physiognomy of the available land, policy and
administrative frameworks, etc. In a period of
turbulence such as the pandemised era during when
covid19 ravaged the planet, it became evidently
clear that businesses were shut and loss of jobs
ensued, due to struggling survival trends that citizens
of several socio-economic classes were thrown into,
coupled with their inability to cover cost. Predicted
situation became far from actual, so much that plans
were crashing and potentials to revive back to
normal situation keeps eluding all investments,
which has resultantly led to dwindling economic
stamina,
thereby
preventing
investment
organisations and net worth individuals, from
muscling requisite ability to procure needed items,
which are life-supporting and investment-expanding,
the chief of which land and its vast resources are
(Enemark et al, 2014).

Thus, it would be ideal to state that the main focus of
this study is to evolve series of sustainability
yardsticks against which land affordability after
covid19 pandemic era is being measured, using
multi-characteristics complex evaluation MucompE
and diversity based decision assessment DiBDAss
matrices. In order to achieve the aim and secure
deeper understanding of the sustainability of land
affordability, the research adopts the ethical
sequence of evolving a set of research queries, so as
to help with better insight into how pandemised
situation can impact adversely upon affordability
potency of stakeholders, as well as to better provide
possible solutions to address the adversity that
follows therefrom. This effort is further marshalled
by the reviewing of relevant literature, which
encompass
the
concept
of
sustainability,
sustainability of land affordability as well as those
factors that described as drivers or inhibitors. Also,
there was segment on the explanation of the
justification of evolved yardsticks, which were being
used to measure the sustainability of land
affordability, as well as the vehicles with which

Along the same vein, it must be acknowledged that
the concept of sustainability is relatively new, as it is
certainly taking some time before gaining its desired
eminence in Nigeria, sadly it has been put to strong
but discreet critical situation of relevance (Akinbola,
2017). However, it is being believed that Nigerian
land developers, are now beginning to embrace the
concept of sustainability, as part of their commercial
advocacy and strategic differentiation of their
22
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sustainability are being understudied and
understood. Thereafter, analysis of the data that were
gathered from perceptual responses of stakeholders
were displayed, while the discussion of findings took
place prior to presentation of conclusion from the
research and finally the recommendations for
improvement were suggested.
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are the thrust of this study, among other background
rationale.
2.0

LITERATURE REVIEW

As a concept, sustainability is though diverse, but it
is made up of goal-directed meanings that are of
constituent
contributive
parts,
which
are
interconnected in a manner that is strongly
suggestive of achievement of harmony, among the
trio of economic development and prosperity,
equitable dimension to socio-cultural goods and of
course
pleasantness
and
conservation
of
environmental resources (De Soto, 2000; Drexhage
& Murphy, 2010). Beyond this, it makes further
sense to aver that sustainability encapsulates features
of social characteristics, covering health and equity,
idiosyncrasies of human beings, including but not
limited to respect for nature, tolerance of the
behaviours of other creatures and granting of
freedom for the exhibition of their nature and
ecological balancing, which includes quality of air
and water, climatic friendliness and efficiency of
resource use, such as land (Kates et al., 2005). Along
the same vein, a system referred to as cloud tagging
was employed to define sustainability as a concept
that is not only aggregately representing, but visually
pleasing and unendingly occurring, for the
attainment of target that seeks to draw comparisons,
which analytically create the most common ground,
upon which those aspects of the environment, social
and economic, life, system and nature, can be better
conceived (White, 2013; Dahl, 2012).

Furthermore, research ruminations and real life
discourse during the very period of covid19 had it
that, shifting of the business model, recalibration of
investment options, as well as reconfiguration of
strategies could make economic activities, be given
safety valve, thus leading to some levels of
economic buoyancy, but how active and sufficient
such econo-financial revival is, tells so much on
sustainability of every single life sustaining assets,
especially in their procurement, without inflicting
pains upon citizens (Popović et al., 2012).
Unfortunately, real-life scenarios have proved
largely enough, that sustained economic revival of
post covid19 era, shall take some time to fully come
back, hence the affordability quotients of players in
the land market continues to be badly hit, thus it puts
a question mark and cast a doubt on how sustainable
is the affordability levels, that are struggling to come
up. Hence, it becomes very discernible by curiously
asking questions such as: (a) What pandemic-related
factors beset affordability potentials of Nigerians?
(b) To what extent had the factors in (a) above
adversely impacted upon the sustainability of urban
land affordability in particular? (c) What hope does
land market have in terms of affordability in post
covid19 period? (d) How sustainable can land
affordability become during post covid19 era?

Additionally, sustainability in terms of affordable
land is the end product of the degree to which
capacity of human beings and other users of
resources from lands are able to get involved in its
procurement and development, without being

Therefore, an attempt to provide answers to some or
all of the research queries above, assisted in
achieving both the main aim and objectives, which
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subjected to negativity in the areas of economic
worsenment, de-enhancement of health, deimprovement of resources efficiency, as well as
escalation of the adversity associated with
unsustainability and their negative impacts on land
and its vast natural and man-made resources
(MacKillop, 2012). Furthermore, sustainability
defies precise meanings, as one meaning is attached
to it and thus gives an interpretation, another usage
of it in some other contexts might lent its very
entirety to another conception, thus makes it an alltime target-attaining concept which may take on a
near-vague colouration, hence, it would not be
fallacious to posit that, there exists no specific
interpretation of the concept of sustainability. For
example, it was averred that there is a greater need to
be cautious in the definition of what constitutes
sustainability, lest a sort of backwardness may be
unwittingly introduced into the operational elegance
of sustainability of whatever system, actions,
strategies, policies, etc (Deininger et al, 2010b; Gao
et al, 2014; Olajide et al, 2018).
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al. (2010b) and Bennett et al (2013), they highlight
that there is every necessity to checklist acceptable
approaches to sustainability, such that there would
be incorporation of the concept of sustainability into
every single policy making and strategy formulation
in manner that recognises the need to ensure every
creature on the planet appreciates the need for
pleasant, calm and hitch-free co-existence, which
relies strongly of sustainable shelter that is
underpinned by harmonious interrelationship among
geo-physical, socio-economic, psycho-cultural and
bio-environmental milieus, among other systemic
layers associated with land and its vast resources
(Maliene and Malys, 2009).
Further to the above, is in respect of position that
was being maintained by McNeill et al (2014) in
which notion of land sustainability was measured
from the perspectives of availability, high quality
natural deposit, economy, ecological pleasantness,
morphological aesthetism, physiognomic richness
and usage flexibility, among others. Sustainable land
affordability is also being immensely appreciated if
capital requirement in respect of developments on
such lands, both in mediate and immediate terms, is
not only affordable but also resource use-efficient,
showcasing excellence in the prudent use of water,
containment of waste and management of energy,
etc (Mulliner and Maliene, 2011). The foregoing is
further based on the context that land affordability
can only be made sustainable if the well set out
criteria that are meant to draw on measurement, are
synchronised into one another, so much that there is
no silo, rather they are able to marry such other
factors such as environment, social, economic and
location, etc (Mulliner et al, 2013; Kato, 2014), as
sustainability of land affordability goes far beyond
the reasoning of low pricing of land and its vast
resources.

In the same vein, it is being recognised that absence
of any conception that can be termed autonomous,
makes sustainability a concept that is of sufficient
capacity to flexibly lend itself to multiple usage in
differing contexts. In other words, it can be adopted
locally to suit the local context and any situation.
Sustainability in the views of Gillingham and Buckle
(2014), is being metaphysically conceived to
connote a natural phenomenon around which the
perception of insistent necessity about the
characteristically-wired standpoints of organisations,
people, societies, etc., in respect of the ecological
system, upon a sizeable length of time, is being
driven. The held standpoint is all about the series of
interconnectedness that exists among people vis-avis their habitats. As canvassed by Medineckiene et
24
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Also, it was further argued by several scholars that
quite a number of indices are responsible for the
sustainability of land, as well as affordability that is
resultant therefrom. It is pertinent to note that
domains of delicate linkage in terms of
interconnectedness in the basic elements of
sustainability that are driven by affordability
quotients, with which strength of common alignment
between the two are underpinned (Loehr, 2012).
Though, (Magis and Zevenbergen, 2014) opined that
it is slim to achieve affordability of land in
practically sustainable terms, simply because real
life situations such as operationalisation of environphysical sustainability are being checkmated by ecoexistential variables, such as principal goals of
providing inexpensive lands, as well as lifesurviving assets attached therewith (Yates, 2008).
Every evidence points to the fact it is economically
draining offer full scale sustainability measure, as
this will in no distant time be can be absorbed as
lands cost (Owen et al, 2015). In addition, it must be
stated that sustainability is gathering some
momentum towards having highly desirable level
recognition and application in the land and landed
profession, virtually in all of aspects, such as
appraisal and valuation, administration and
management, taxation, development to mention but a
few (Warren-Myers, 2013; Potel, 2014), sadly that
this scenario continues to deter would be investors,
be low, medium or high ends developers to commit
into large-scale development of huge net worth, just
for the ill-treatment being accorded sustainability of
land, at least presently. Thus impacting adversely on
affordability that would have naturally been
associated with economies of scales that large scale
delivery chain heralds MacKillop (2012).
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the peculiar spatio-temporal attributes of any given
parcel of site, both in space and in time. Literature
searches and empirical standpoints have largely
scored very high, the trio of land loan payment
serviceability, outright land purchaseability and real
income earnings spendability on land, as the most
vibrant contexts of urban land affordability, against
which the sustainable approaches of urban land can
be measured. Assessment of sustainability from
whatever perspectives and for all aspects of humans’
endeavours, the fact remains that it is by no means
an easy kernel to crack, though quite a number of
scholars have convoked branded ideas on how best
to evaluate the efficiency and robustness of various
applications that are meant for sustainability
measurement. Typically, the description of the
evolvement and application of sustainability upon
urban lands affordability, have been variously
emphasised in respect of its multidimensional
relevance to inbuilt system-optimised approach that
represents a bolder quest for sustainability
applications that are rugged enough to withstand the
enormity of expectations, that are associated with a
more demanding scape such as urban lands and its
affordability related issues (Pullen et al, 2010;
Akinbola et al, 2018).
In the same vein, much as Medineckiene et al.
(2010a) birthed the measurement of the significance
of what procedural prism sees in the deployment of
sustainability as a conceptual integral part of
decision-making process, Mulliner and Maliene
(2011) advanced the frontier by canvassing for a
series of parameters that truly portray sustainable
urban land affordability. A multi-characteristics
complex evaluation (MuCompE) matrix is thus
hereby deployed to evaluate and weigh the set of
parameters with which the sustainability of urban
lands affordability, which this study examined and it

In the work of Simbizi et al. (2015), affordability of
lands is best measured with respect to relativity of
25
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is an advancement to earlier study conducted by
Mulliner et al., (2013) and Akinbola, et al (2016a).
Also, some scholars have at the same time concerned
themselves with researching on positives and
negatives
of
other
several
but
salient
multidimensional parameters in evaluating the
sustainability of urban land affordability (Mori &
Christodoulou, 2012; Hak et al., 2012).
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allow for evaluation, with the use of intervals as
suitable form for the representation of data sets and
cases (Popović et al, 2012), which are thereafter
being deployed to establish the degree to which the
extent of land parcel utility and satisfaction priority
coefficients are being optionalised (UN-Habitat,
2012; Zavadskas et al, 2008). It could be furthered in
the views of Ustinovichius et al (2007), that
DiBDAss matrix is bold in its relevance to integrated
decision that focuses on sustainability of land prices
affordability, it must be also emphasised that its
salient variants are meant to report the evaluation,
with significance as well as weightage of both the
direct and indirect option of a sustainability
measurement platforms with concurrence to ranking
of priorities (Aruldoss et al, 2013), which is
composed of the need to carefully selected
resources, so as to guarantee some high degrees of
correctness in the considered parameters, options
and / or factors (Haarstrick & Lazarevska, 2009), as
advanced through the calibration that represents
contents of items that are contained in table 1 below,
thus:

It is pertinent to stress that several findings, which
were collated through intensive empirical excursions
have abundantly revealed most of sustainability
studies in respect of residential housing price
regimes, as against the much expected research
undertaking on the gamut of assessments that focus
on attributes of neighbourhood and their analyses,
situational measurement, as well as establishing the
locational characteristics of housing fabrics within
urban and supra-urban spheres (Zevenbergen et al,
2013). A diversity based decision assessment
(DiBDAss) matrix is deployed to examine the
multitudes of frameworks and studies in an attempt
to assess the sustainability of lamd affordability, on
the basis of parameters that are systemic, which

Table1: Developed Parameters As Benchmarks for Measuring the Sustainability of Urban Lands
Affordability
S/N

Parameters’ Codes

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Location of the Land
Localisation of the Land
Physiognomy of the Land
Infrastructural Gap of the Land
Commuting Costs into and from Land
Price Regime of the Land
Associated Land Development Cost
Encumberances
Environmental Quality

Parameters’
Notations
PN1
PN2
PN3
PN4
PN5
PN6
PN7
PN8
PN9

Scholarly Sources
Kato, 2014
Zevenbergen et al, 2013
UN-Habitat, 2012
Borras & Franco, 2008
Simbizi et al, 2015
Pullen et al, 2010; Loehr, 2012
Maliene & Malys, 2009
Owen et al, 2015
McNeil, 2014; RTPI. 2018
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10
Land Convertibility Potentials
PN10
Zhu et al, 2006; Akinbola, 2017
11
Land’s Yield Earning Potentials
PN11
Mulliner & Maliene, 2011
12
Land Value Rising Propensity
PN12
Hipp, 2010; Potel, 2014
13
Land Ethnographical Dictates
PN13
Akinbola et al, 2016a
14
Land Physical Planning Requiremt
PN14
UN-Habitat, 2012; RTPI, 2018
15
General Socio-Economic Conditions
PN15
Majis & Zevenbergen, 2014
16
Land Developability Quotients
PN16
Thuo, 2013;
17
Land Post-Development Charges
PN17
Deininger et al, 2008
Source: Researchers’ Literature Review and Empirical Excursion
3.0

MATERIALS AND METHODS

3.1

Research Design and Data Collection

normalisation scaling and decision ranking matrices,
the outputs of which were further established,
through mean items score tool for measuring the
degree to which sustainability is adversely affected,
thus weak in guaranteeing the affordability of urban
lands in Nigeria.

The research setting within which the area of this
study falls, lies within the south western Nigeria, a
geopolitical zone that is comprised of six well
established and clearly defined states. The capital
cities of these six states have about the highest
values of land in Nigeria, except the capital city of
the country, which is Abuja and perhaps
PortHarCourt. (NIESV, 2019). Hence, it is in a bid
to better understand and address the affordabilitydriven
downturn
challenges
through
the
development of sustainable approaches, by evolving
17 measurement constructs against which land issues
that have to contend with affordability are gauged,
vis-à-vis the application of sustainability matrices of
MuCompE and DiBDAss upon gathered data, which
were quantitatively drawn from 250 copies of wellstructured 5-point Likert scaled questionnaire, that
were distributed with the use of purposive and
simple random sampling techniques upon land
officials, land transactions consultants and land
developers of various categories within the six
capital cities of southwestern states. Out of the 211
copies of questionnaire that were retrieved, 193 were
found to be valid, translating to 84% of distributionretrieval rate, thus were used for analysis, using

3.2

Data
Analysis,
Evaluation
and
Interpretation
of
Results
Using
Normalisation
Scaling
and
Decision
Ranking Matrices of MuCompE, DiBDAss
and Mean Items Score

The analysis of gathered data during the course of
field survey for this research, was done via the
deployment of calibrated measurements of
normalisation scaling and decision ranking matrices
of MuCompE and DiBDAss, which were advanced
by the likes of Dey et al (2011) and further
corroborated by the likes of Mulliner et al (2013), as
well as mean item score statistics. In strict
observance of the dictates and requirements of the
measurements matrices that were used, the following
two under-listed phases are important and deserve
being written upon, so as to demonstrate their
applications to the research under consideration,
thus:
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a. Firstly, identify and chose factors and the matrices
that are meant to showcase the normalisation
scaling, as well as that of ranking of the decisionmaking, bearing in mind that it is the focus of this
research to measure the sustainability of urban lands
affordability, hence, it becomes important that both

Overall Mean Item Score [MISps] =
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factors of beneficial impacts and those of adversity
are amplified. Thence, this formula is being
deployed by making use of the overall mean score,
with a view to ensuring smooth, easy and pure
substitutability via comparing and contrasting of all
measurement criteria that are involved, thus:

SIps
SULandA∑

Where Xps is the weight of the p-th factor of the s-th
alternatives, and SIps is the strength of influence of
the p-th substitutability factor of sustainable urban
land affordability, SULandA.

………….….1

Table 2 displays the totality of mean item score
[MISps] for each of the parameters, as well as their
respective associated strength of influence [SIps].

Table 2: Totality of Parameters’ Mean Item Score and their Strength of Influence
S/N

Parameters

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Location of the Land
Localisation of the Land
Physiognomy of the Land
Infrastructural Gap of the Land
Commuting Costs into and from Land
Price Regime of the Land
Associated Land Development Cost
Encumberances
Environmental Quality
Land Convertibility Potentials
Land’s Yield Earning Potentials
Land Value Rising Propensity
Land Ethnographical Dictates
Land Physical Planning Requirements
General Socio-Economic Conditions
Developability Quotients of Land
Land Post-Development Charges
Gross Summation

Parameters
Notation
PN1
PN2
PN3
PN4
PN5
PN6
PN7
PN8
PN9
PN10
PN11
PN12
PN13
PN14
PN15
PN16
PN17

Total Parameter
Mean Item Score
8.2129
8.3076
7.5412
7.6697
7.9414
7.8595
7.8026
7.9367
7.8862
7.7916
7.8640
7.8329
8.0077
7.8569
7.6281
7.8529
7.7695
133.7613

Parameters’
Influence Strength
6.4653
6.3942
6.1597
6.1254
6.1167
5.2838
6.1099
6.1903
6.1644
4.6172
6.1716
6.1175
4.8781
6.1598
6.2686
6.1897
4.5859
100.0000

Source: Researchers’ Field Outcomes, December 2020
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As depicted from table 2, out of the seventeen [17]
scaled parameters that are subjected to
benchmarking of sustainability of urban land
affordability, against which the trio of the contexts
of land loan serviceability, land price
purchaseability and income spendability on land are
being evaluated, the actual location of the land with
code PN1, expouses the greatest strength in terms of
what influences the degree to which individual’s
propensity to meet up with the specifics, which are
of the three contexts of sustainable affordability are
being dovetailed, with 6.4653 for strength of
influence weightage for the parameter, while land
post-development charges PN17 flaunts the least of
requisite strength in influencing the extent to which
individuals are of the tendencies towards being
encouraged or discouraged in land’s consumption or
transactional activities that thus goes to measure how
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sustainably affordable specific parcel of land should
be, with 4.5859 strength of influence weightage, thus
further casts doubt on the attainment of the trio of
land loan serviceability, land price purchaseability
and income spendability on land. Though land
ethnographical dictates PN13 flaunts some great
determinacy by its mean item core of 8.0077 on the
extent by which urban land affordability can be
determined, as it has an implication that
sustainability in terms of land loan serviceability,
land price purchaseability and income spendability
on land, are of larent connection with ethno-sociocultural leanings, by which land and its resources are
being understood.
Table 3 expresses those mean item scores in a
spreadsheet form that details for parameters of all
alternatives with their strength of influence
weightings.

Table 3: Each Parameter’s Strength of Influence and Respective Mean Item Score of Affordability
Contexts Measured By Sustainability Matrices on Each of the Six Cities
Parameters and Strength of Influence

Parameters with their
Codes
Land LocationPN1
Land LocalisationPN2
Land PhysiognomyPN3
Land Infrastructural
GapPN4
Land Commuting
CostsPN5
Lands Price RegimePN6
Land Development
CostsPN7
Land EncumbrancesPN8

Parameter
Strength of
Influence, SI
6.4653
6.3942
6.1597
6.1254

Parameters’ Respective Mean Item Score Measuring Land Loan
Serviceability, Land Price Purchaseability and Income
Spendability on Land
SaIKJ
SbABK
ScIBD
SdOSG
SeAKR
SfADK
Lagos

Ogun

Oyo

Osun

Ondo

Ekiti

8.4239
8.2515
7.1437
7.9538

8.5414
8.4656
7.1524
7.9623

8.5756
8.4239
7.9879
7.1315

8.3423
8.2294
7.9132
7.8953

7.1412
8.2571
7.9103
7.9253

8.2531
8.2182
7.1397
7.1497

6.1167

8.2127

7.8568

7.9879

7.8315

7.8448

7.9148

5.2838
6.1099

7.9875
7.9313

7.7895
7.9717

7.9594
7.9683

7.7543
7.8745

7.7694
7.8939

7.8968
7.1756

6.1903

7.9547

7.1986

8.1217

7.9767

7.9553

8.4132
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Environmental
QualityPN9
Land ConvertibilityPN10
Land’s Yield Earning
PotentialsPN11
Land Value Rising
PropensityPN12
Land EthnographicsPN13
Land Physical Planning
ReqmtPN14
General SocioEconomyPN15
Land
DevelopabilitiesPN16
Land Post-Development
PN17
Cummulatives
MIS Averages
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6.1644

7.8751

7.9147

8.1215

7.1356

7.9141

8.3562

4.6172
6.1716

7.9379
7.9838

7.1789
7.9784

8.1869
8.1443

7.1246
7.9862

7.9487
7.9315

8.3723
7.1597

6.1175

7.8589

7.8632

7.1969

7.9486

7.8915

8.2385

4.8781
6.1598

7.9524
7.9839

8.1797
8.3224

8.3296
7.1557

8.1556
7.8156

7.1697
7.8956

8.2593
7.9683

6.2686

7.9435

8.3759

7.1689

7.1958

7.1879

7.8968

6.1897

7.8291

7.9187

7.9417

7.8246

7.9556

7.6479

4.5859

7.5628

7.7534

7.7889

7.6797

7.8596

7.9723

100.0000

134.7865
7.9286

134.4236
7.9073

134.1906
7.8936

132.6835
7.8049

132.4475
7.7910

134.0324
7.8845

Source: Researchers’ Field Outcomes, December 2020
Table 3 depicts the fact that the degree to which
affordability of urban land can be sustainably
achieved, rests on the parameter of land location
PN1 with mean item score weightage of 8.4239 for
Ikeja city in Lagos State, thus making it as the most
important of all the parameters against which
decisions on propensity of securing land loan,
purchasing of certain regime of land price[s] and
finally portion of one’s income that can be spent on
land, are being measured. It is clear, that though the
same parameter of land location has its greater
determinacy on the decision scaling, with respect to
sustainability measurement of urban land
affordability in Ibadan city, with mean item score
weightage of 8.5756. Also noted, is the fact that land
physiognomyPN3 has the least mean item score
weightage of 7.1524, thus being the parameter with
the least propensity to decision scaling of
individuals, who are considering land as an
economic good, in respect of sustainability of the

land affordability in terms of land loan
serviceability, land price purchaseability and income
spendability on land of Abeokuta is of low
determinacy as dictated by land physiognomy.
Meanwhile, it is quite interesting to note that land
convertibility PN10 with a mean item score of
weightage of 7.1246, contributes as lowest
parameter to the determinacy of sustainability
decision scaling, which dictates the affordability of
urban land in Osogbo city.
Further to the above, is the fact that land localisation
PN2 is the parameter with mean item score
weightage of 8.2571, which makes it the highest
level of determinacy on the sustainability decision
scaling of land’s supply-demand dynamics of land
loan serviceability, land price purchaseability and
income spendability on land, which aggregately
determine the affordability of urban land within
Akure city in Ondo State. Different scenarios played
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out in AdoEkiti where the land encumberances PN8
as the parameter with mean item score weightage of
8.4132, determines mostly the decision scaling of
what sustainability level is being achieved in terms
of affordability three-some contexts of land loan
serviceability, land price purchaseability and income
spendability on land. It is important to say that the
parameter with the highest determinacy on
sustainability, which ultimately dictates the
affordability of urban lands in all the six southwest
states’ capital cities, is land locationPN1, with mean
item score weightage of 8.5756 and it is within the
Ibadan city in Oyo State, while the parameter with
such lowest determinacy on decision scaling in
respect of sustainability and ultimately dictates on
the land supply-demand dynamics, with its threesome contexts of land loan serviceability, land price
purchaseability and income spendability on land, is
land convertibiltyPN10, with mean item score
weightage of 7.1246 and it is found in Osogbo, Osun
State.
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affordability of urban lands, with respect to the
three-some contexts of land loan serviceability, land
price purchaseability and income spendability on
land, are at their lowest within Akure city of Ondo
State.
b. Secondly, there must be evaluation of both the
positives and the negatives of the optionalised
parameters, which is being done essentially to get
strength of influence via normalisation matrix of
scaling, this is better understood as displayed in
table 3. Thereafter, there follows by the addition of
the positive S measuring the value attributes of each
city location’s sustainability coefficients, which are
of greater maximisation and are far better when
juxtaposing them with those of other attributes.
Considering the nature and direction of other
attributes of value S against which sustainability s is
being measured, they tend to turn out to be of
negatives s, which denote that there is minimisation
coefficient and thus are acceptable in that regard.
Furthermore, it is noteworthy that sign of negative
which depicts minimisation nature of the of the
normalisation matrix of MuCompE signposts greater
sustainability indices for each of the cities involved
and it is consistently guaranteed whenever the
negatively directionally exhibited affordability
coefficients that occur in each of the cities’ land
locations. Therefore, the formula below is being
used to generate the additions in terms of positives
and negatives of the coefficient of maximisation and
minimisation that are being expressed as functions
of ranking sustainable approaches which are meant
to be taken as decisions in respect of land
affordability at various cities’ locations, thus:

Lastly and above all, the city of Ikeja in Lagos State
has the highest level of cumulative and average
mean item score weightage indices of 134.7865 and
7.9286 respectively, which means that decision
scaling of all parameters and their determinacy in
dictating sustainability and resultantly the
affordability of urban lands, with respect to the
three-some contexts of land loan serviceability, land
price purchaseability and income spendability on
land, are at their greatest within Ikeja city of Lagos
State, while the lowest cucumulative and average
mean item score weightage indices of 132.4175 and
7.7910 respectively, which means that decision
scaling of all parameters and their determinacy in
dictating sustainability and resultantly the

The formula to calculate the sums are as follows:
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The normalisation decision scaling matrix summation Š of sustainability of land affordability =
Šs+ve

∑

( ) …………………………………………….2a

Šs-ve

∑

( ) …………………..…………………………2b

Where rPs is the admixture of radius of influence,
together with parameter being measured and their
associated strength of influence, while neP is a
function that denotes the nature and exponent of the
direction to which the decision scaling follows,
whereby n is the number of the point(s) for
consideration for such parameter(s) and k is a
constant.

Table 4 depicts the totality of normalisation decision
scaling matrix of multi-characteristics complex
evaluation, which is depicted by summation Š for
sustainability measurement and ranking which
applies to land affordability among the six southwest
cities’ locations, thus:

Table 4: Multi-Characteristics Complex Evaluation [MuCompE] Matrix for Sustainability of Urban
Land Affordability
Parameters [P]

Pn

Location of the Land
Localisation of the
Land
Physiognomy of the
Land
Infrastructural Gap of
the Land
Commuting Costs into
and from Land
Price Regime of the
Land
Land Development
Cost
Encumberances
Environmental Quality
Land Convertibility
Potentials

>+
<><+
>+
<><+
><+
>+
<>+
<>+
<>+
<>+
<-

Average
MIS of P
8.2129

ŠaLGIK

ŠbOGA

J

BK

ŠcOYIBD

ŠdOSOSG

ŠeODA

ŠfEKA

KR

DK

0.898

0.973

0.918

0.876

0.929

0.997

2nd

8.3076

0.913

0.851

0.987

0.947

0.916

0.987

1st

7.5412

0.908

0.898

0.863

0.938

0.829

0.892

17th

7.6697

0.879

0.985

0.816

0.913

0.871

0.938

15th

7.9414

0.827

0.869

0.915

0.871

0.862

0.931

4th

7.8595

0.931

0.972

0.849

0.843

0.879

0.911

8th

7.8026

0.916

0.879

0.952

0.953

0.940

0.879

12th

7.9367

0.879

0.915

0.879

0.854

5th

7.8862

0.892

0.994

0.982

0.850

0.949

0.893

6th

7.7916

0.967

0.987

0.894

0.957

0.839

0.869

13th
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Land’s Yield Earning
Potentials
Land Value Rising
Propensity
Land Ethnographical
Dictates
Land Physical
Planning
Requirements
General SocioEconomic Conditions
Developability
Quotients of Land
Land PostDevelopment Charges
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><+
>+
<>+
<>+
<-

7.8640

0.918

0.871

0.856

0.897

0.972

0.987

7th

7.8329

0.957

0.894

0.957

0.951

0.863

0.943

11th

8.0077

0.911

0.878

0.872

0.875

0.916

0.893

3rd

7.8569

0.896

0.873

0.812

0.907

0.911

0.871

9th

>+
<>+
<>-

7.6281

0.939

0.931

0.979

0.843

0.853

0.978

16th

7.8529

0.943

0.894

0.879

0.933

0.895

0.873

10th

7.7695

0.839

0.951

0.973

0.879

0.939

0.964

14th

133.7613

15.413

15.615

14.504

14.433

15.242

15.660

<+
Cummulatives

Source: Researchers’ Field Outcomes, December 2020
Table 4 speaks more on the nature [Pn] with which
each parameter responds to dynamics of the market,
as well as showcasing of the requisite tendencies that
are necessary for bouncing back on track, for a
revived, stable and better market scenario, which
thus impact on the sustainability effects and its
attendant affordability of urban land generally. The
following observations are noted, viz: While
localisation of landPN2 is the parameter that shapes
the decision scaling of sustainability, with which the
three-some contexts of land’s supply-demand
dynamics of land loan serviceability, land price
purchaseability and income spendability on land, are
being measured and against which affordability of
urban lands is dictated, with average mean item
score weightage of 8.3076, it is dramatic to note that
land in Ibadan, Oyo State and Ado Ekiti, Ekiti State,
each with MuCompE statistical loading of 98.7%
respectively, has the highest propensity to bounce
back fully from the shock of covid19 pandemic and
the effects of its associated economic vagaries on
land as a commodity good, though the Pn is of
greater negative than positive, which signifies that

the attainment of this bright sustainability status
after covid19 pandemic is fully over, shall be slow
still.
A further look at table 4 reveals that land price
regimePN6 is the eight most important determinant
parameter that shapes the decision scaling of
sustainability, with which the three-some contexts of
land’s supply-demand dynamics of land loan
serviceability, land price purchaseability and income
spendability on land, are being measured and against
which affordability of urban lands is dictated, with
average mean item score weightage of 7.8595, as
well as MuCompE statistical loading of 97.2% and
the land falls within Abeokuta city, Ogun State.
Interestingly, the Pn is of greater positive than
negative, which signifies that though the bouncing
back of the land market to sustainably make urban
land affordable as expected, because it ranks eight,
however, its positivity sign being greater than
negativity sign speaks volumes, as it is going to be
very speedy and spontaneous.
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Also, on a general note, it is heart-warming to
submit that 20.000 p-th statimetric point is being
stipulated, as the most ideal cumulative MuCompE
index for gauging the degree by which the
phenomenon under measurement, exhibits desirable
responsiveness to dynamics of the system under
consideration [Dey et al, 2011; Mulliner et al, 2013].
Hence, in this wise, with southwest land market
being held as the system, it won’t be illogical to
calibrate as follows, viz: That the cumulative
MuCompE of 15.660, which was found in AdoEkiti
land market, though lower than the 20.0000 that is
the ideal index, it shows the greatest level of promise
towards rapid responsiveness at bouncing back of
the market and improved sustainability level and
urban land affordability. Abeokuta city with
cumulative MuCompE index of 15.615 shows the
next prominent level o recurperation of the market
towards attaining an improved level of sustainability
of urban lands affordability, while Ikeja city shows
the next propensity for a fully bounced back market,
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with MuCompE index of 15.413, which confirms the
fact that sustainability of urban land affordability
shall become a reality, being the third in the line.
The fourth and fifth cities with propensity for a
bounced back land market with sustainability of
urban land affordability being redeemed after
covid19 pandemic are Akure and Ibadan cities, with
cumulative MuCompE indices of 15.242 and 14.504
respectively. The sixth and the least of the
MuCompE indices goes to Osogbo city in Osun
State, with the lowest propensity for land market to
respond quickly to post covid19 dynamics, thus the
slowest rate of bouncing back of sustainability of
urban land affordability.
Table 5 captures further the level of sustainability
and affordability through diversity based decision
assessment matrix used in scaling the land supplydemand dynamics of the six cities, measured against
the seventeen parameters as contained in table 4 and
it is being expressed as presented in the table and
interpretation that follows thereunder, thus:

Table 5: Diversity Based Decision Assessment [DiBDAss] Matrix for Sustainability of Urban Land
Affordability
S/N

City

Cumm.
City
City Cumm
Parameters Cumm.
MuCompE
MIS
MuCompE Cumm.MIS
1
LGIKJ
133.7613
15.413
0.1152
2
OGABK 133.7613
15.615
0.1167
3
OYIBD
133.7613
14.504
0.1084
4
OSOSG
133.7613
14.433
0.1079
5
ODAKR 133.7613
15.242
0.1139
6
EKADK 133.7613
15.660
0.1171
Source: Researchers’ Field Outcomes, December 2020.

Cumm.SI
[Multiplie
r Index]
100.0000
100.0000
100.0000
100.0000
100.0000
100.0000

Sustainability
/Affordability
Measures %
11.52
11.67
10.84
10.79
11.39
11.71
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Table 5 clearly reveals without any trace of being
miserly with truth, as expressed through the facts
and figures, that generally the sustainability level of
urban land affordability is damn low across all the
six states’ capital cities of Nigeria’s southwest, as
DiBDAss index for Ado-Ekiti, which shows the
present level of sustainability of urban lands
affordability as 11.71%, a case of slightly higher
than one-tenth of expected level of capacity for
sustainable affordability of market under ideal
situation, that is stable and undistorted by any
pandemic, etc. The next in rank is Abeokuta city
with DiBDAss index of 11.67% being the present
level of sustainability of urban land affordability,
which is also a similitude of slightly higher than
one-tenth of expected status under stable market
situation that is devoid of any uncertainties of
whatever form. The next in hierarchy is Ikeja city
with DiBDAss index of 11.52%, an output which is
fairly greater than one-tenth of required level that is
needed for sustainability of urban land affordability
in an ideal transactionary condition. In the ranking
ladder are the fourth and fifth cities of Akure and
Ibadan, with 11.39% and 10.84% DiBDAss indices
respectively, a scenario that is tantamount to very
low sustainability statuses in respect of urban land
affordability, while the the sixth ranked of the cities
is Osogbo, with DiBDAss index of 10.79 is the very
least of present level of sustainability of urban land
affordability within the southwest Nigeria.
4.0

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS,
CONCLUSION AND
RECOMMENDATIONS

4.1

Summary of Findings

1.

Specific location of a parcel of land is of the
greatest potency among all the seventeen
parameters against which the three contexts of
land
loan
serviceability,
land
price

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
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purchaseabiity and income spendability on
land are being measured, thence, this parameter
is of greatest determinacy of sustainability of
urban land affordability.
Post-development charges associated with land
development is the parameter with the least
potency against which the three contexts of
land
loan
serviceability,
land
price
purchaseability and income spendability on
land are being measured, thence, this parameter
is of lowest determinacy of sustainability of
urban land affordability.
Sustainability of urban land affordability is
driven at its peak by land location parameter
and this is found within Ikeja city, based on the
decisions ranking of the players in that land
market.
Land convertibility is the parameter that least
determines the sustainability decisions of
players’ urban land affordability and this is
found within Akure city.
Land localisation is the parameter that mostly
drives the propensity of players and thus
determines the pace of bouncing back of
sustainability of urban land affordability after
pandemic.
Land physiognomy is the parameter that least
drives the propensity of players and thus
determines the pace of bouncing back of
sustainability of urban land affordability after
pandemic.
Ibadan city in Oyo State and AdoEkiti city in
Ekiti State exhibited the greatest potency to
have a fully bounced back sustainability of
urban land affordability among the six states of
the southwest after pandemic.
Osogbo city in Osun State has the least
potency in attaining a fully bounced back
sustainability of urban land affordability
among the six states of the southwest after
pandemic.
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9.

10.

4.2

At moment, the city with the greatest level of
sustainability index attesting to urban land
affordability is AdoEkiti in Ekiti State.
Presently, the city with the least level of
sustainability index attesting to urban land
affordability is Osogbo in Osun State.

3.

Conclusion

Arising from the empirical excursion, as distilled
from the field outcomes and analyses variously
associated therewith, it was concluded that the
sustainability of urban land affordability has been
adversely impacted by covid19 pandemic across the
southwest Nigeria.
4.3

4.

Recommendations

After careful analyses and closer look at the various
findings associated therewith, it is important to
generate the following suggestions in addressing the
issues inherent in the findings, viz:
1.

2.

For an improved sustainability during post
covid19 in enhancing the affordability of urban
lands, serviceability of land loan should be
seriously worked upon, by ensuring that all
parameters that are considered in driving the
decisions of land market players, especially
location of land and the way it impacts
adversely on sustainability is solved by making
every parcel of land to enjoy premium location
through government’s increased developmental
efforts that open up all lands.
It is pertinent that government addresses issues
of sustainability as they relate to lower
capacity of citizens in respect of urban land
affordability in terms of ability to outrightly
purchase and pay for land price by

5.
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improvement on general level of prosperity of
the citizens, so that requisite minimal capital
balance that is needed to turn around land
markets into a fully turn around scenario can
be attained.
It is important that government and enabled
players of the land market spectrum, works and
extends to all other cities and of course the
entire southwest, the level of vigour that is
possessed by Ikeja as the city with the
parameter that mostly determines the highest
level of sustainability of urban land
affordability.
It is undoubtedly significant, that government
and everyone that is concerned about what
becomes of Nigeria’s urban land market
vibrancy, to articulate all necessary
frameworks in making sure that parameters
that are of least strengths and those that of
great strengths, are appropriately worked upon
through cocktail of socio-economic reforms to
bring them to full relevance, which is
appropriate to every of the aspects of
sustainability, by working upon the parameters,
so as improve the urban land affordability
across the length and breadth of the southwest
Nigeria.
It is strongly suggested that there is every need
for actual injection into the economy of the
southwest to activate vibrancy in economic
activities, so as to ensure the extension of the
strength that is possessed by two of the six
cities to other cities and towns across the
length and breadth of the southwest, with a
resultant impact in making the cities’ levels of
sustainability be improved upon and thus
increases the affordability prowess of people in
the urban land markets.
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